Assignment- Questions?

- A) What are the important objectives of watershed management?
- B) Discuss watershed management within the perspectives of “multiple uses” of resources.
- C) Describe the watershed management strategies with examples.
- D) With the help of a case study, show the importance of Stakeholder Analysis in Watershed Management.
Unsolved Problem!. Consider a hypothetical situation of canal water supply for a village in India, where water is drawn and regulated from medium size irrigation tank to both u/s and d/s command areas. Draw various stakeholders formal and informal involved for it, their individual interests and interest-influence matrix for them.

- Hint: Formal stakeholders
  A. Governmental agency; B. Village Electoral Representative
  C. Formal Associations; D. Association of industries
  A. Research organization / team
- Informal stakeholders
  1. Farmer’s group; 2. Village level community group
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